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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this meeting summary is to document the presentation and discussion items from the 
November 14, 2019 CV-SALTS Executive Committee Policy Session. The main purpose of this meeting 
was to update the committee on the CV-SALTS basin plan amendments implementation status, 
Management Zone Pilot Study Projects; P&O Study Work Plan draft; and public education and outreach 
committee activities.      

BACKGROUND 

Central Valley Salinity Alternatives for Long-Term Sustainability (CV‐SALTS) is a collaborative stakeholder 
driven and managed program to develop sustainable salinity and nitrate management planning for the 
Central Valley. The goals of CV-SALTS are as follows: 
 
 Sustain the Valley’s lifestyle 
 Support regional economic growth 
 Retain a world-class agricultural economy 
 Maintain a reliable, high-quality urban water supply 
 Protect and enhance the environment 

CV-SALTS includes four working groups: 

1. Technical 
2. Public Education and Outreach 
3. Economic Social Cost 
4. Other (CEQA, policy development, etc.) 
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ACRONYMS 

AID – Alta Irrigation District Archetype 

ACP – Alternative Compliance Program 

BP – Basin Plan 

BPTC – Best Practicable Treatment and Control 

GSA – Groundwater Sustainability Agency 

IAZ – Initial Analysis Zone 

ICM – Initial Conceptual Model 

ILRP – Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program 

LSJR – Lower San Joaquin River 

MUN – Municipal beneficial use 

MZ – MZ 

NIMS – Nitrate Implementation Measures Study 

P&O Study – Prioritization and Optimization 
Study 

SGMA – Sustainable Groundwater Management 
Act 

SMCL – Secondary Maximum Contaminant 
Level 

SNMP – Salt and Nutrient Management Plan 

SSALTS – Strategic Salt Accumulation Land and 
Transport Study 

WQO – Water Quality Objective 

SUMMARY AND RELEVANCE TO KRWCA 
 State Water Board hearing update (Patrick Palupa) – The signed resolution was sent to Regional 

Board staff this morning, who plans to submit it to the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) by mid-
January. Regional Board staff is working on notices to comply, to be sent in January.  

 Management Zone (MZ) Pilot Study Projects (Richard Meyerhoff) – At the most recent meetings, 
the last draft of the MZ proposal for pilot groups was reviewed, as well as the Early Action Plan (EAP) 
and governance templates/concepts. Major gap in representation is individual dischargers who 
don’t belong to a commodity or industry group. Key discussion items for EAP is baseline allowance 
of drinking water per family. Key governance issue is that an interim mechanism needs to be set up 
to approve expenditures, etc. Daniel Cozad presented a concept for MZ support by CVSC, which 
needs discussion and approval by the Executive Committee. 

 P&O Study Workplan – (Richard Meyerhoff) – There were few comments on the last version of the 
P&O Study Workplan. Document and revisions are provided in links in agenda package. 

 Public Education and Outreach Committee (Nicole Bell) – Emphasized importance of updating 
outreach matrix, which has not been updated since May. Postcards for advanced early notice to 
comply and revisions were discussed. Planning a meeting for environmental consultants to educate 
them on CV-SALTS.  

MEETING NOTES 
Basin Plan Amendments – State Board changes to resolution: Patrick Pulupa and Anne Walters 
(Regional Water Board) 

 Signed resolution was just sent to Regional Board staff this morning 

 Staff is intending to get package to OAL by mid-January 

 Next step is to send out notices to comply 

o They will go out by certified mail 
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o Regional staff is working on cleaning up database so notices are correct 

o Followed by post-cards developed by PEOC 

o For surface water dischargers (salt), will have to wait for EPA approval, because they have 
NPDES permits (hopefully EPA will approve by April) 

o For nitrate, will try to get notices all out at the same time for Priority 1 basins 

o Ag – both salt and nitrate 

o BPA may still face opposition/challenges. Statute of limitations on actual BPA is three years.   

Update on MZ Pilot Study – Richard Meyerhoff (GEI Consultants) and Vicki Kretsinger (L&S) 

  Focus of last meeting was to present and review last draft of MZ proposal 

o Steering committee has two weeks to provide comments, by Nov 25 

o Key gap is individual dischargers, but there is no confirmation of their participation, so that 
is unsurprising 

o Poultry representation now by Foster Farms 

o All general orders are represented; individuals will take more time for them to come on 
board 

 Also presented revised EAP 

o Main discussion item remains to be how much baseline water provision should be. 

o Community Water Center brought up issue that the implementation of EAP timing does not 
match up with installation of water fill centers. This will leave too much time between when 
notice to residents that water will be provided and when water is actually available (because 
it will take time to install the stations) 

o Tess Dunham (Somach, Simmons & Dunn) pointed out that there has been a lot learned by 
installing water stations via Kaweah settlement agreement, which are now operational 
(Farmersville). Eight total stations will be installed through this agreement – 2 in Tule, 3 in 
Kaweah, and 2 in Kings. Kinks are worked out with communicating with DDW, permitting, 
etc. Kings is working one that will be in the transit authority. If there is no construction that 
needs to be done, installation will be much quicker. Mobilizing contractors takes time. There 
has been a lot of success working with churches. 8-12 weeks for installation is probably 
reasonable if no construction is required. This problem may resolve itself, but still something 
to be aware of. 

 Also reviewed governance 

o Need something in the interim to allow for decision making and using money. Proposal is to 
have an interim operating agreement. Also need to figure out how to raise money. 

o Before governance structures are put in place, need to know what MZ boundaries are. Need 
to know that not only for Priority 1 areas but for Priority 2 also. Dischargers want to know 
what’s going on next door. It doesn’t make sense to duplicate efforts at different times if it’s 
not necessary. There will be some “border issues” at the boundaries of MZs. 
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o Debbie Webster (Central Valley Clean Water Association) asked if there was a good model 
from GSAs to look to. However, there are lots of different kinds of GSA governance 
templates, and they also started with existing agencies.  

o Patrick thinks it would be worth compiling existing/past efforts to use as reference options; 
or to have this group brainstorm about different approaches. Regional Board is fairly hands-
off in terms of what the mechanism should be. 

 CVSC Management Zone support (Daniel Cozad, San Bernardino Valley Water Conservation District) 

o See agenda package – proposal for review 

o Concept – not do work of MZs, but support it. Fund from dues, promote coordinated 
participation. 

o Scope 

 Planning/initial phase (December - January) 

 General and focused outreach (January – March) 

 Support phase (April – October) 

o Main purpose - ensure that MZs are successful; estimated at $85K. 

o Tabled discussion until after CVSC lunch discussion 

 MZ Templates (Richard) 

o Summarized on agenda package p. 8-10. 

 MZ proposal 

 MZ implementation plan 

 Outreach 

P&O Study Workplan Project Updates – Richard Meyerhoff 

 Actual workplan and revisions – link to document (about 130 pages); there were few comments on 
this iteration 

PEOC Update (links provided in agenda package) 

 Outreach matrix needs to be updated; it’s important to document outreach. Matrix has not been 
updated since May 14. 

 Postcards for early notification of notices to comply – second draft was presented; made it larger 
and simplified wording and look; has to be sent to legal review. Several people suggested edits. 

 Regional board will send out a Lyris announcement re postcard coming; postcards will be mailed in 
January. 

 Planning an environmental consultant meeting to educate them on CV-SALTS 

 PEOC will be providing monthly blurbs, using outreach info from past efforts for email, etc. 

  

Schedule 

 January 16 Policy Meeting; Proposed 2020 calendar 


